
CIRC/ILL Advisory Group Agenda 
Friday, December 14, 2018 

9:30 am at CCS 
 
  

1. Missing on Holdshelf Procedures: 20 minutes 
  

a. Review of the Missing on Holdshelf procedure draft, with a focus on 
intra-CCS ILLs. 

b. Discussion of adjustments or approval to adapt procedures. 
  

ACTION: Determine if any further revisions need to be made or if the procedures 
are ready to be adapted. 
 
 

2. Book Discussion Holds Procedure: 30 minutes 
 

a. Review the draft of the revised Book Discussion Holds procedures, with a 
focus on how to note the discussion date.  

b. Discussion of adjustments or approval to adapt revisions. 
 

ACTION: Determine if any further revisions need to be made or if the procedures 
are ready to be adapted. 
 

 
3. Cancelled Hold Time Period: 15 minutes 
  

a. The PAS Advisory Group recommended adjusting the period in which a 
cancelled hold displays in a patron’s record from 30 days to 14 days 

  
ACTION: Discuss recommendation and make decision regarding cancelled hold 
time period. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. Primary RTF Cycle - Picklist Turnaround: 20 minutes 
  

a. The Primary RTF cycle includes holds placed for pickup at your location if 
you own an available copy. These requests remain on your picklist for 7 
days before moving on to the next location.  

b. Should the Primary RTF cycle be reduced from 7 days?  
  

ACTION: Discuss and make decision on time threshold of Primary RTF cycle.  
 
 

5. Removing Parent/Guardian Information from Record: 10 minutes 
 

a. Would libraries be interested in an automated process to remove the 
Parent/Guardian information from user accounts once they turn 18? 

 
ACTION: Discuss level of priority for this type of process. 
 
 

6. Retaining Lost Records - Best Practices: 15 minutes 
 

a. We currently do not have a system-wide recommendation for how long 
libraries should retain item records after they become Lost. Current library 
practices range from 3 months to 12 months, with the majority retaining 
Lost item records for 6 months before deleting. 

 
ACTION: Create recommendation for libraries who currently do not have set 
practice.  

 
 
7. User Experience Topic Ideas: 15 minutes 
 

a. CCS is interested in performing UX studies focused on quick, targeted 
topics such as notice format or PAC record display.  

 
ACTION: Brainstorm potential topics for patron user experience studies 


